Surface characterization of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium Br-, I-, PF6-, BF4-, (CF3SO2)2N-, SCN-, CH3SO3-, CH3SO4-, and (CN)2N- ionic liquids by sum frequency generation.
Sum frequency generation spectroscopy, SFG, was used for the surface characterization at the gas-liquid interface of the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium cation combined with the following anions: Br-, I-, PF6-, BF4-, (CF3SO2)2N- (imide), SCN-, CH3SO3- (MeSO3), CH3SO4- (MS), and (CN)2N- (DCN). The SFG spectra obtained for the different ionic liquids were similar independent of the anion selected; therefore, a comprehensive analysis for the surface characterization of the ionic liquids' cation was focused only on the PF6- and Br- anion combinations. For an accurate identification of the vibrational modes observed, FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy in combination with isotopic labeling with deuterium and polarized Raman spectroscopy was used. The cation orientation was determined by analysis of polarization-dependent SFG spectra. For a compound dried in a vacuum to < or = 2 x 10(-5) Torr, the cation appears to be oriented with the ring laying flat along the surface plane and the butyl chain projecting into the gas phase independent of the anion identity.